PRINTlovers is the only Italian magazine where the
world of creativity dialogues with the world of printing expertise, bringing together the entire printing
chain: from thinking to production, from positioning to
the end of life of the printed product.
Since 2005 it has been anticipating and documenting
the technological and stylistic trends in printed communication, publishing and packaging. In recent years
it has also become
the reference point for specialist printing and its application sectors: textile, interior decoration, product
decoration, out-of-home, industrial printing and 3D.
PRINTlovers comes out in 5 issues a year with a
print run of 5000 copies. The main articles are translated into English, and the magazine is distributed
in Italy and Europe, taking advantage of its media
partnership with the main events in the sector:

Luxepack Monaco, Packaging Première, ADF PCD
PLD Paris, Print4All, Viscom, Vinitaly/Enolitech,
FESPA Global Print Expo, Label Expo, Pentawards, Brand Revolution LAB.

OUR AUDIENCE
YOUR CLIENTSUOI

Our profiled audience is the community of
communicators and designers: print and packaging
buyers, marketing and communication managers,
designers and architects, art directors and creatives,
publishers. These are the decision-makers who drive
the communication and brand identity campaigns.
The main target sectors are fashion, food and beverage,
design and furniture, wine and spirits, hôtellerie,
publishing, cosmetics and perfumery, jewellery and
watches, mass retailing, automotive, exhibitions and
events and more.

THE 2022 ISSUES
N°

ISSUE

CONNECTED EVENT

#91

25 February

#92

7 April

10-13 April | Vinitaly — 26-29 April | LabelExpo — 3-6 May | Print4All

#93

20 May

24-26 May | Packaging Première — 31 May - 3 June | FESPA Global Print Expo
29-30 June | ADF PCD PLD Paris

#94

26 September

3-5 October | Luxepack Monaco — 13 – 15 October | VISCOM
27-28 October | Brand Revolution LAB — 15-18 November | SIMEI

#95

25 November

ADF PCD PLD Paris 2023

THEMES
PRINTlovers follows, investigates and delves into
the central themes for the present and future of
our industry, with three keywords always in mind:

• Innovation
In technology, processes, design, materials
and finished products.

• Sustainability
In terms of environment, ethics and social
responsibility.

• Digitalisation
The role of printing in an increasingly
digitalised and interconnected world.

CONTENT
PRINTlovers has an editorial plan that gives
voice to all the actors in the supply chain. Rich
content information is helpful for creating an excellent printed project and a source of inspiration
and knowledge of trends and visions in a world
in constant and rapid evolution.
In every issue of the magazine, you will find:
• Interviews with brands on their actions,
expectations, requirements for promoting
brand values through printing;
• Interviews with nationally and internationally renowned designers about their visions
and previsions;
• Surveys on trends in packaging, textiles,
visual communication and other application
sectors, told by the people who think up and

create the projects and placed in a context of
market analysis;
• Case histories of flagship projects, with all
the details on how they are made;
• Technical focus on materials - with a particular emphasis on new and sustainable
materials - and their printability;
• Technical focus on specific applications:
from die-cuts to bookbinding, from adhesive
labels to paper converting solutions;
• Technical focus on design processes, printing
and post-printing processes in an increasingly
digitalised world;
• Graphic, visual and typographic culture through
the experiences of sector professionals.

PRINTlovers OPPORTUNITIES
If you print, produce substrates or technology for printing and finishing technologies, PRINTlovers is the preferred way of showing a highly professional audience
all the potential, techniques and possible printing and
converting processes, with a particular attention to
sustainability and innovation.
In PRINTlovers, you have plenty of space to talk about
the top projects, promote your initiatives and events,
and let people know what you do and how you do it.

• Featured skill – You can tell
us about your experience,
projects and news by participating in our journalistic
investigations on the trends
or in the focus pieces on
technologies, materials and
applicationsin a text box that
highlights your skills within
the article.
1,200 characters + 1 photo

€ 900

Advertising
ADV 1 page

€ 2,700

Back cover

Content Marketing

“I’d do it like this” – Each issue of PRINT has two
covers. The first is produced by us.
The second one, placed on the front page, is the
cover you create with a matching graphic layout
characterised by different printing, enhancement and
finishing techniques on the most varied substrates.
Everything is described in the “How PRINTlovers is
made” section and published on www.printlovers.net.
€ 3,000 (+ production or material for each component
of the production line)

These are spaces entirely dedicated to your company. You can
choose whether to launch a news
story, talk about a project, from
its concept to creation through
a case history, or present the
company in its entirety through a
piece of classic corporate communication.
• 1 page advertorial

€ 2,700

material by the client

• 2 page case history

€ 3,500

material by editorial staff

• Short news item – A flexible space for your communication, placed at the top of the magazine in
the section on the latest news from our world.
600 characters + 1 photo
€ 500

Insert

ADV

The inserts offer added value for those who want to
express their technical skills tangibly or wish to present
a new printable substrate.
• Free insert - supplied by the customer
Simple insert (1 sheet, 2 sides)
€ 2,700 (+ supply of insert).
• Inserts in the PRINTlovers
Box
Our collector’s box is designed to contain 5
issues of the magazine and leave space for
putting in your inserts and giveaways. It
is sent
to all subscribers to select VIP readers and distributed at the major industry events (Print4All, Packaging
Première, Luxepack, Viscom, Brand Revolution Lab).

ADVERTORIAL
Full Page

1 page article

2,700 €

2,700 €

art box
195x240 mm
bleed
235x280 mm

max 3.000
characters
+ 2/3 photos

CONTROCOPERTINA

CASE HISTORY

Layout
supplied by us

3,000 €
bleed
235x280 mm

FEATURED SKILLS
In-depth box

900 €

2 page article

3,500 €
max 6.000 characters
+ 4/6 photos

max 1.200
characters
+ 1 photo

Insert for mailing to subscribers and all events in
the year - € 5,000 (+ supply of insert).

SPECIAL POSITION back cover + 50% I other positions +15%

Insert for one event - € 1,500 (+ supply of insert).

Inside cover I inside back cover I front page I page facing index +30%
CIRCULATION 5,000 copies in Italy I 500 overseas

INTERNATIONAL VISIBILITY

The great beauty of Italian printing – For Luxepack Monaco,
we are promoting the excellence of the Italian printing industry abroad through a directory/booklet distributed inside the
PRINTlovers Box, which collects the companies’ profiles with
presentation, applications, reference markets and contacts, all
in English.
Company profile, 2 pages - € 500

logo

(Example of company profile)

.net
FROM PAPER TO THE WEB: WWW.PRINTLOVERS.NET
Printlovers.net projects the universe of PRINTlovers magazine onto the web, with all the advantages of expansion through newsletters and social channels, the possibility of structuring digital advertising campaigns and,
above all, indexing in search engines.
Integrated communication between the print magazine and Printlovers.net allows you to be present on
several different channels and communicate all your news and initiatives on time.
Printlovers.net brings together the best of the articles published in print:
• interviews, trends, surveys, ideas, technology;
• it publishes the latest news from the world of printed communication, company news, competitions
and events;
• it publishes completed projects and profiles of material with technical specifications and a photo gallery.

PRINTLOVERS.NET NUMERS

December 2021 data

Ours is a highly specialised traffic because it reaches a profiled audience in a niche sector.
www.printlovers.net

Social

Italian newsletter

International (EN) newsletter

> 26,500 unique users/year
(+5% compared to 2020)

FACEBOOK
> 2,060 follower

12,600 subscribers

9,400 subscribers

> 33,600 session/year rate
(+50% vs 2020)

INSTAGRAM
> 1,070 follower

28% unique open rate

21% unique open rate

> 55,000 views
rate page/year

67% total open rate

45% total open rate

Average time
2.00 (session minutes)

11% unique clicks

7% unique clicks

25% total clicks

32% total clicks

HOW READERS ARRIVE AT PRINTLOVERS.NET
n ORGANIC SEARCH (70%) The highest percentage of hits comes from Google searches.

15%

13%

This reflects our strategy: providing answers for people looking for printing companies, manufacturers and materials suppliers, and sources of creative inspiration.

70%

n DIRECT (13%) This percentage of readers comes to PRINTlovers directly from the URL
www.printlovers.net because they already know about our database.

n EMAIL , SOCIAL, REFERRAL (15%) This traffic takes advantage of the possibilities of
amplifying the web content through different channels.

WHAT YOUR CLIENTS READ ON PRINTLOVERS.NET
n ORGANIC SEARCH (40%) Traffic that focuses on the Database, i.e.
the section of Printlovers on n PROJECTS (18% of the overall traffic),
n COMPANIES (10%) and n MATERIALS (12%).

PROJECTS

n MAGAZINE (40%) Traffic relating to the content of the Magazine

40%

section, consisting of news from companies and a selection of the top
articles from the printed magazine, in Italian and English.

COMPANIES
10%

n HOME PAGE (20%) Percentage of traffic on the first natural landing place on the site, a shop window displaying a panorama of ideas,
projects and materials that drive towards those who produced them.

18%

20%

MATERIALS

40%

12%

HOW PRINTLOVERS.NET IS POSITIONED IN GOOGLE'S SERP
The Search Engine Results Page (SERP) is the sorted list that the user gets every time they search. Printlovers
is at the top of Google’s SERP with key search terms such as: Affordable packaging | Enhancements | Label
trends | Luxury eco-packaging | Black printing | Toolkit designer | Paper instructions | Sleeve label | Designing
book cover | Print cliché manufacturer.

PRINTLOVERS.NET OPPORTUNITIES
NEWSLETTER IN ITALIAN AND ENGLISH

BANNER

Every 3 weeks (in Italian) and once a month (in English), the
top news items published on Printlovers.net and the most
appreciated projects reach more than 12,000 registered and
profiled readers, according to their specific interests. These
newsletters are ideal for telling your story to an audience
where you can already find your clients.
NEWSLETTER ISSUES
Banner

1

4

8

12

450

1,500

2,700

3,900

400

1,200

468x60 pixel

Sponsorised
news item

Listings are exclusive, not rotational. Values are in Euros

DEM
A Direct Email Marketing campaign requires a good database and a reliable distribution platform. Printlovers guarantees
both: a readership of over 12,000 profiled users in media agencies and companies that invest in print and a highly sophisticated delivery system to ensure your communication reaches the
most receptive audience.
DEM ISSUES

from 1 to 3

Costo € each

1,200

from 4 to 8 from 9 to 12

1,000

850

OVER

700

BANNER

sponsorised
NEWS

NATIVE AND SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING

PRINTLOVERS CONNECTION

Reach your clients with all the techniques we know
and apply, from paper to social media: from context
to distribution, from content to audience, and who is
looking for you.

Printing and converting companies can ensure a
constant presence on the portal through a company profile with:

We create a specific editorial plan linked to a content
marketing strategy; we help you create ad hoc content and a dedicated landing page.
from € 1,500
We distribute your content on Facebook, addressing
only the people you are interested in, profiled by geographical areas, activities and other parameters that
we will decide together.
€ 500 per 10,000 profiled readings.

•
•
•
•

company presentation
contact details
types of products offered
production systems used (printing and converting
companies)
• services offered to the market
• photo gallery
• overview of completed projects
In addition, they can
• publish up to 12 news items per year on the portal
• use the distribution of content on Printlovers’ social
media pages, depending on the audience to be reached
• publish content in newsletters sent out to
a broad audience.
• have a personalised communication strategy,
on request
Company profiles are indexed and appear in every
search linked to the types of products created.

The presence on Printlovers.net also gives access to the print magazine PRINTlovers with a company profile
in the annual Printlovers Connection.
PRESENCE ON WWW.PRINTLOVERS.NET

Cost €

One year Six months Single news item Video post or Video in company proﬁle (supplied by customer)

2,200

1,200

400

350

INFORMATION sales@strategogroup.net | Phone +39 02 49534500

